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Envirosight Releases Guide to Best Practices for Outsourcing Sewer Maintenance 
Free resource explores both outsourcing and keeping sewer management tasks in house. 

 
Randolph, NJ—July 16, 2019— Envirosight, a market-leading provider of 
municipal sewer inspection equipment, released a new white paper that 
discusses the advantages and challenges that come with both completing sewer 
maintenance in-house and outsourcing the work.  

Maintaining a sewer system requires a great number of resources, including 
personnel, equipment, time and money. In-house or Out: Deciding When to 
Outsource Collection System Maintenance provides an in-depth breakdown of 
the options, as well as a flowchart to guide system operators considering their 
capabilities before making a potentially costly decision.  

With increased attention on the funding of infrastructure projects in recent 
years—allowing wastewater departments to prioritize inspection and repair—comes more responsibility to utilize funds 
wisely. Budget, safety, efficiency and length of project are some of the common factors that the guide evaluates.  

“There is no simple answer to deciding between completing maintenance in-house or outsourcing work,” says Richard 
Lindner, president and CEO of Envirosight. “Every city and every project is unique, and operators need to be informed about 
the differences of each option. But being proactive about the work while remaining within budget is essential to 
maintaining an efficient and effective collection system.” 

 
About Envirosight 

Randolph, New Jersey-based Envirosight provides sewer cameras and other pipeline inspection solutions to municipalities, 
contractors, departments of transportation, and civil/environmental engineers. Envirosight is a full-service manufacturer of 
robotic sewer inspection crawlers, zoom cameras, push cameras, inspection reporting and asset management software, and 
inspection vehicles. Envirosight is committed to ongoing innovation, delivering products that enhance user productivity and 
inspection detail. Envirosight serves customers through a trained network of regional sales partners who deliver localized 
support and expertise with rapid turnaround. All Envirosight technical employees hold NASSCO PACP certification. Visit 
Envirosight online at www.envirosight.com 
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